Use the Big "I" Markets Underwriting & Coverage Page to Better Understand Cyber Liability

Gain a better understanding of the Coalition program and cyber insurance in general with just a click. The Coalition "Underwriting & Coverage" page in Big "I" Markets has been updated to include links to several short informative articles and resources. Updated sample policies to include recent surplus lines enhancements have been added as well as a link explaining differences between the admitted and non-admitted policy.

Additional documents have been added to the "Product Resources" section, including:

- Ransomware/Fraudulent Instruction/Media Wrongful Acts Examples
- Conversation with Carla
- Reduce Claims with Multi-Factor Authentication
- Coalition Security Awareness Training

Keep in mind the other helpful resources included in this section:

- Sample Client Solicitation Letter
- Cyber Declination Form
- Claims Examples
- Bulk Quote Template (50+ risks)
- Questionnaire
- Sample Risk Assessment

With an admitted product available in 38 states and non-admitted product in all states (and DC!), Coalition is becoming a one-stop-shop to offer cyber coverage to standard and non-standard risks.

Reach out to your dedicated Cyber Insurance Program Manager, Carla McGee, by email or at (703) 706-5495 with any questions or to walk you through a quote.